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Abstract 
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We consider two versions of a game for two players, A and B. The game consists of manipulations of 
words of length n over an alphabet of size c, for arbitrary n and 0. For cr = 2 the game is described as 
follows: Initially, player A puts n drinking glasses on a round table, some of which are upside down. 
Player B attempts to force player A to set all the glasses in the upright position. For this, he instructs 
player A to invert some of the glasses. Before following the instruction, player A has the freedom to 
rotate the table, and then to invert the glasses that are in the locations originally pointed by player B. 
In one version of the game, player B is blindfolded and in the other he is not. We show that player 
B has winning strategies for both games iff n and d are powers of the same prime. In both games we 
provide optimal winning strategies for B. 
The analysis of the games is closely related to the concept of the derivative of a ci-ary word of 
length n. In particular, it is related to the depth of such word, which is the smallest k such that the kth 
derivative of the word is the all-zero word. We give tight upper bounds on the depth of u-ary words 
of length n, where r~ and n are powers of the same prime. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. The open glass-inuerting game 
Consider the following game for two players, A and B, seated by a rotating round 
table: The game starts when player A (the adtlersary) puts four drinking glasses on the 
north, west, south and east sides of the table, such that some of the glasses are in the 
upright position, and others are upside down. The goal of player B (who sees the table) 
is to set all the glasses in the upright position, while player A tries to prevent him from 
doing so. The first round of the game starts when player B points to some of the 
glasses, and asks player A to invert them. Next, player A rotates the table counter- 
clockwise in an angle which is an arbitrary multiple of 90”, and then he inverts the 
glasses at the locations pointed out by player B (i.e., if player B pointed out the south 
and east glasses and player A rotates the table by 90”, then he inverts the glasses that 
originally were at the west and south sides, see Fig. 1). This completes the first round. 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the open game. 
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The second round starts similarly by having player B select a subset of the glasses, and 
so on and so forth. 
We now generalize the game for an arbitrary number of drinking glasses. For this, 
we view n glasses as a sequence of n zeros (for upright glasses) and ones (for upside 
down glasses). Players B’s instructions are also viewed as binary words, where ones 
indicate “invert” and zeroes indicate “leave as it is”. The game is, thus, described as 
follows: Initially, player A chooses a binary word IV, of length n. The game continues 
in rounds as before, where at the ith round (ia I), the new position of the glasses is 
generated as a binary word Wi as follows: 
(1) Player B gives player A a binary word, called keyi. This word denotes which 
glasses should be inverted, after the table is rotated. 
(2) Player A selects an integer si in the range CO,. . , II - 1). si corresponds to rotating 
the table by an angle of si. 360”/n. Thus, Wi= Wi_ 1 + E”‘keyi, where the vector 
addition is done modulo 2, and E”key denotes a (left) cyclical shift of the word key by 
s entries. 
Player B wins the game if he can force player A to generate the all-zero word CO]“. 
The question we wish to study is for what values of n player B has a winning strategy, 
and in those cases when there is such a strategy, how many rounds are required, in the 
worst case, to win. 
1.2. A generalization for larger alphabet sizes 
The open game described above can be generalized to words over alphabets of 
arbitrary size CT> 2, as follows. Instead of n drinking glasses, we now have on the 
rotating table n roulettes of CJ sides each. Denote the sides of the roulettes by 
0 , , . . , CT - 1. Each round starts when player B selects some of the roulettes, and for 
each selected roulette, player B also selects an angle by which it should be rotated. 
After receiving these instructions, player A first rotates the table, and then he follows 
player B’s instructions on the roulettes which after the rotation are at the locations 
originally selected by player B. Player B wins the game if he can force player A to set 
all the roulettes so that the side which is closest to the center of the table is the one 
marked by zero. Describing this in the notation of words over alphabet (0, , . . , CT - I>, 
we get a description similar to the one for binary words (where the addition now is 
modulo c). 
1.3. The blind game 
This game is essentially the same as the open game, with one important exception: 
player B is blindfolded from the very beginning of the game. This means that he sees 
neither the initial configuration of the glasses, nor any of the subsequent configura- 
tions generated by player A. 
The blind game can be also described in a different way, which is more convenient 
to handle: Since player B gets no information during the game, the sequence 
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(key,, . ., key,) which he generates during the game depends only on IZ (and a). 
Therefore, we can describe the blind game as a one player game, in which the 
adversary plays against the sequence KEY= (key,, . . . , key,,,) as follows: 
Initially, the sequence KEY is given to A. 
Using this sequence, A generates the sequence S = W,, . . , W, as follows: 
(rl) Choose arbitrary vector as W,. 
Given Wi _ 1, Wi is created as follows: 
(r2) Select an integer Si in the range [O,...,n-11, and set Wi= Wi_i+E”‘keyi. 
Player A loses the game if one of the Wi’S is the word CO]“. 
The sequence KEY is a (a, n) universal (or simply universal) if A must lose the game 
(i.e., if he must generate the word CO]“) when playing against this sequence. Thus, 
Player B (in the original formulation of the game) has a winning strategy for the blind 
game iff there exists a universal sequence. 
We note that the blind game for 0=2 resembles the rotating table game of [7, 51. 
Lasser and Ramshaw [S] described the history of rotating-table games. These games 
are different from our games and the techniques used in analyzing these games are 
quite different. 
1.4. Summary of results 
We show that Player B can win either the open or the blind game iff CJ and n are 
powers of the same prime. We also provide optimal bounds on the number of rounds 
needed to win the game in both cases. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove that player 
B cannot have a winning strategy for the open game, unless cr and n satisfies the 
condition above. In section 3 we define derivative, linear complexity and depth of 
a word, which appear to be closely related to the games above. In section 4 we give 
a very simple strategy for winning the open game, and proves its optimality. In section 
5 we provide optimal strategy for winning the blind game, and an exact bound on the 
number of rounds needed by this strategy. Finally, in Section 6 we provide a detailed 
analysis on the depth of o-ary words, which provides exact bounds on the number of 
rounds needed to win the open game. 
2. A necessary condition for winning 
In this section we prove that player B cannot win the open game unless II 
and CJ are powers of the same prime. Clearly, this result applies also to blind 
game. 
Theorem 2.1. If player B can win the open game, then there is a prime p such that o = pa 
and n = pfl for some integers c( 2 0 and fl> 0. 
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Proof. We prove this theorem by showing that if n and cr do not satisfy the above 
property, then player A has a winning strategy. We do this in two stages, each time 
weakening the assumptions on the relation between n and g. 
Assume first that gcd(o, n) = 1. We show that A can generate words IV,, IV,, . . such 
that for all i, wi(O) # wi(l) (wi( j) denotes the jth entry of Wi). 
IV, is taken to be the word (1, 0, . . . , 0). We now assume that Wi _ 1 (0) # wi _ 1 (l), and 
show that for every word key = keyi supplied by player B, there is an s = si such that in 
W= Wi= Wi_,+E “key, it holds that w(O)#w(l). Let d-wi_i(O)-wi_i(l)(modo). 
By induction, 0 <d < CT. Let key = (key(O), . . . , key(n - 1)). Then it is easily verified that 
an integer s in [0, . . . . n- l] satisfies the above iff it satisfies the following: 
key(s + 1) - key(s) f d(mod o), where key(n) = key(O). 
Thus, it is sufficient to prove that for some s, the inequality above holds. Assume for 
contradiction that for all s, key(s + 1) = key(s) + d(mod cr). Then we have 
n-1 
key(O) = key(O) + C (key(i + l)- key(i)) = key(O) + nd(mod 0) 
i=O 
In particular, we get that nd = O(mod 0). However, since gcd(a, n)= 1, this last 
equality implies that cs divides d; but this is impossible, since 0 <d < CT. This contradic- 
tion completes the proof for the case that gcd(a, n) = 1. 
Next, we consider the general case, where CJ and n are not powers of the same prime. 
This implies that there are integers g and L where g divides CJ and f divides n, and 
- - 
0 = a/g and ii = n/f are distinct primes. In particular, gcd(cr, n) = 1 and 1~ min (0, n}. 
We handle this case by essentially reducing it to the former one. For this, we use the 
following notation: 
With each word U = (U(O), .. . , u(n - 1)) of length n whose entries are in (0,. . , CT- 1) 
associate a word I? = (U(O), . , u(n - 1)) of length fi whose entries are in (0,. . . , ii - l} in 
the following way: For i = 0,. . . , ii - 1, 
u(i)-u(fi)(modC) 
(i.e., the ith entry in a is thefith entry in U modulo 5). 
Using the above notation, the proof proceeds along lines similar to the previous 
case, as follows. Given any sequence KE Y=(key,, . . . , key,,,), we prove that KEY is 
not universal by showing that A can generate words Wo, WI, . . . . W,,, such that for 
all i, Wi(O)#Wi(l). We start by taking W,,=(l, O,...,O) (which means that also 
W,=(l,O )...) 0)). 
We now assume that the claim holds for Wi _ 1, i.e., Wi _ 1 (0) # Wi _ 1 ( 1 ), and show 
that for every word key = key; there is an s = St such that for W= Wi = Wi_ 1 + E “key, it 
holds that W(0) #W(l). 
This is done by first considering the words K and key. Since gcd(5, ii)= 1, the 
proof of the previous case implies that for some s it holds that in U = Wi_ 1 + E “key, 
we have that u(O)#u(l) and, hence, W(0) #W(l). 0 
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3. Derivatives and linear complexity 
In both the open and blind games we are making use of derivatives and linear 
complexity of words. The derivative was first used by [3,8] for binary words. [4] is an 
excellent reference for the linear complexity. 
For a word W= [w(O), w(l),... , w(k- l)], the derivative of W is defined by 
(E - 1) W= E W- W. The depth of W, denoted by depth(w), is the least x such that 
(E- 1)” W= 0 if such x exists, and n3 otherwise. For the binary case E - 1 is often 
called the D-morphism [6]. The proof of the following lemma is easy and left to the 
reader. 
Lemma 3.1. Let W=[w(O), w(l) ,..., w(n-l)] be a given word. Let W’=[w(n-l), 
w(n-2),..., w(O)] be the word W written in reverse order, and let W” = E k Wfor some 
integer k. Then depth(W) = depth( W’) = depth( W”). 
3.1. Linear complexity 
In this section we assume that the entries of the words are from GF(q), q=p’, 
p prime, and the addition is the one of GF(q). Any word W= [w(O), w(l), . . . . w(n- l)], 
satisfies a linear recursion 
w(i+m)+ f UjW(i+m-j)=O, i30, ajEGF(p), 
j=l 
where m, the degree of the recursion, is less than or equal to the length of W. In terms 
of the shift operator E, the linear recursion takes the form 
f(E) W= 
( 
Em+ f ajE”-’ 
1 
W= CO]“. 
j=l 
The (linear) complexity C(W) of W is defined as the least integer m for which there 
exists a polynomialf(E) of degree m such thatf(E) W= CO]“. As we see in Lemma 3.3, 
in this case the linear complexity and the depth coincide. Games and Chan [2] gave 
an efficient algorithm for computing the linear complexity of words of length 2p. 
A generalization of this algorithm for words of length qfl, q prime power, with entries 
from GF(q), was given by Ding [l]. 
In Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, let W be a word of length n = p’, for a prime p, with entries 
from GF(q), q =p’. 
Lemma 3.2. Zff (E) is a polynomial with the least degree, with coefficients from GF(p), 
such thatf(E) W= [0]” and there exists a polynomial g(E) such that g(E) W= [0]” then 
f(E) divides g(E). 
Proof. Assume thatf (E) does not divide g(E); then we can find two polynomials h,(E) 
and h,(E) such that g(E) = hI (E) f(E) + h,(E) and the degree of h,(E) is less than the 
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degree of f(E). Now [O]“=g(E) kV=(h,(E)f(E)+h,(E)) w=(h,(E)f(E)) W+ 
h,(E) W=hZ(E) W, a contradiction to the fact thatf(E) is a polynomial with the least 
degree such that f(E) W = CO]“. 0 
Lemma 3.3. C(W)=c ifand only i;f(E-l)‘-‘W=[d]“,for some constant d#O. 
Proof. Letf(E) be the polynomial with the least degree such thatf(E) W= [O]“. Since 
E” W- W=(E”- 1) W= CO]“, then by Lemma 3.2f(E) divides En- 1. It is also easy to 
verify that p divides (:) for 1 < id p’ - 1 and, therefore, E” - 1 = (E - 1)” (note that in 
GF(2k) minus and plus are the same). Hence,f(E)=(E- 1)’ and by the definition of 
linear complexity C( W)=c if and only if (E-l)‘-’ W= Cd]“, for some constant 
d#O. 0 
3.2. Derivatives 
For words of length pB with entries taken from Z,, we have to prove first that the 
depth is finite. 
Lemma 3.4. Given a word W of length n =pa, p prime, whose entries are from Z,,, then 
(E - 1)” W= [O]“. 
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have that in the word (E- l)p” W all the 
entries are congruent to 0 modulo p. By induction, in the word (E-l)@” W all the 
entries are congruent to 0 modulo pi. Therefore, (E - l)‘P’ W= CO]“. 0 
From Lemma 3.4 we infer the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Given a word W of length n = p”, p prime, whose entries are from Z,., then 
the depth of W is jnite. 
Another simple observation is the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. Given a word W of length n =pB, p prime, whose entries are from Z,., then 
depth( W)=x if and only if(E- l)x-1 W= Cd]“, for some constant d #O. 
4. A winning strategy for the open game 
The winning strategy for the open game is very simple. Player B just have to ignore 
the fact that player A can rotate the table: 
Winning strategy for the open game 
(0.1) Assume that in step i the adversary holds the word Wi. 
(0.2) We choose keyi = - Wi _ 1. 
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We claim that if the depth of W, is r, then in at most r steps the adversary will hold 
the all zero word. This claim is based on the following lemma which can be verified by 
simple algebraic manipulations. 
Lemma 4.1. If f (E) is a polynomial with coeficients in Z,., W a word with entries from 
Z,., and dEZ,,= thenf(E)(d W)=df(E) W. 
Lemma 4.2. If depth ( W,) = r then in at most r steps the adversary will hold the all-zero 
word. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for every j, depth(Wi+,)=depth(Wi+ 
Ej keyi+ 1) < depth( Wi). If depth( Wi) = x + 1 then (E - 1)” Wi = [d]” by Lemma 3.6. 
Then (E-l)“key,+,=(E-l)“(- W,)=[-d]“; so, for every ‘, 
(E-l)“(Wi+E’keyi+r)=[O]“and, therefore, depth(Wi+Ejkeyi+,)<depth(Wi). : 
Now we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. If W, is the initial word of the adversary, then there is no strategy that 
forces a win in less than r steps. 
The proof is an immediate observation from the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.4. Assume that Wand U are two words of length n, where the depth of W is cl, 
and the depth of U is c2, c1 <c2, then the depth of E’W+EjU, for any i, j, is c2. 
Proof. By the definition of the depth, (E - l)‘*- ’ W= [0]” and (E - l)‘*-’ U = Cd]“, 
for some d # 0. Hence, (E-l)“- ‘(E’ W+ Ej U) = [d]” and the depth of E’ W+ Ej U 
is c2. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let Wand U be two words of length n, with the same depth c. Then there 
exists some i such that the depth of E’ W+ U is at least c- 1. 
Proof. Assume that the depth of W+ U is at most c-2. By the definition of the 
depth, (E- 1)c-2(W+ U)= [0]” and, therefore, (E- l)c-2 W= [v(O), v(l),..., v(n- l)] 
and (E-1)‘-2U=[-v(0), -v(l),..., -u(n-l)]. Since the depth of W is c, not 
all the v(j) are equal. Thus, v(O)#v(i) for some i and, hence, (E- l)c-2Ei W+ 
(E-1)c-2U=(E-1)C-2(Ei W+U)#[O]” and, therefore, the depth of E’ W+ U is 
at least c-l. 0 
A winning strategy for words of length qp with entries taken from GF(q) and the 
addition is in GF(q) is the same. 
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5. A winning strategy for the blind game 
5.1. Lower bound on the length of universal sequences 
Recall that player B can win the blind game iff there exists a ((T, n) universal 
sequence, as defined in the introduction. 
Lemma 5.1. If KE Y= (key,, . . . , key,,,) is universal, then in every play of the game all the 
o-ary words of length n must be generated. In particular, m>a”- 1. 
Proof. We assume the contrary, and show that A can win the game. Assume that in 
some play of the game at least one a-ary word of length n, say U, is never generated. 
Let W= W, be the first word generated by A in this game. 
Consider now another play of the game, in which A makes exactly the same moves 
as in the original game, with one exception: The first word it generates is not W but 
W- U. It is easy to see that a o-ary word V is generated in the former game iff the 
word I’-- U is generated in the latter game. In particular, U- U = [0]” is not 
generated in the latter game. This means that KEY is not universal, which is the 
desired contradiction. 0 
We now show that if (T and n are powers of the same prime p, then a universal 
sequence of optimal length indeed exists. First we consider the case where c = p. 
5.2. Optimal universal sequences for a prime o 
In this section we assume that ) C( = CJ = p and n =p” for some prime p and 
nonnegative integer /3. The construction is based on the following lemma, which 
asserts that if the depth r of a word is known, then this depth can be reduced by a blind 
application of a sequence of length p - 1, all of its entries are an arbitrary fixed word of 
the same depth r. 
Lemma 5.2. Let U and V be words of length n over C, such that depth(U)= 
depth(V)=r>O. Let j,,...,jP_l be arbitrary integers in [0, . . . . n- 11. Let further 
Vi=E’lV, and Wi=U+C:=l Vj. Thenfor some i, depth(Wi)<r. 
Proof. Since depth(U) = depth( V) = r, there are constants c and d such that 
(a) (E-l)‘-‘U=[c]“, and 
(b) for all i, (E-l)*-’ Vi=[d]“. 
Since p is a prime, there is i0 such that i,d = - c(mod p). This implies that 
(E-l)‘-’ U+ c Vi =(E-l)‘-’ Wi,=[O]“, 
( ill’, ) 
which means that depth( Wi,) < r. 0 
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We now describe the construction of a (a, n) universal sequence of optimal length, 
KEY. The construction is done in n + 1 stages, where at stage i, 0 <i < n, we construct 
a sequence KE Yi of length gi- 1, having the following properties: 
(i: 1) All the words in KE Yi are of depth at most i. 
(i:2) Let W, be the first word generated by the adversary A. If depth(W,)d i, then 
A must lose the game when playing against KEY,. 
Note that (i:2) implies that KEY= KEY,, is a universal sequence. 
KEY, is the empty sequence of length O=p” - 1. It is easily verified that it indeed 
satisfies (0: 1) and (0:2). Assume now that we are given a sequence KE Yi of length 
li=ai- 1 which satisfies (i: 1) and (i:2), where O<i<n. A sequence KEY,+, of length 
C7 i+ ’ - 1 which satisfies (i + 1: 1) and (i + 1: 2) is constructed as follows: 
Let V be an arbitrary word such that depth(V) = i + 1, and for i = 1,. . . , o- 1, let 
Vi= V. Then KEYi+l = KEY~~(V,)~KEYi~(V,)~...~(V~_,)~ KEY;. 
It is easily observed that Ii + 1, the length of KE Yi + 1, is ali + 0 - 1 = ai+ ’ - 1. It 
remains to show that (i+ 1: 1) and (i+ 1:2) are indeed satisfied by it: 
(i+ 1: 1) holds by the induction hypothesis and the construction of KE Yi+ 1. To see 
that (i+ 1:2) holds, assume first that depth( W,) < i. Then by the induction hypothesis, 
A loses the game during the first application of KE Yi on W,. Thus, we are left with the 
case where depth( W,,)= i+ 1. Assume for the moment that the sequence given to A is 
only the subsequence (V, , Vz, . . , V,_l). By Lemma 5.2, when A plays against this 
subsequence only, there exists an i, such that after applying (a cyclic shift of) Vi,, 
A must generate a word W such that depth(W) < i. Now, by induction, the remaining 
words in KE Yi+ 1 (excluding the Vi’s) are of depth at most i. Hence, by an argument 
similar to the one in Lemma 4.4, the application of any subset of them on W cannot 
increase its depth above i. In particular, when A is using the complete sequence 
KEYi+i, the word w’ that it generates after applying Vi, is also of depth at most i. 
Since immediately after applying Vi, the complete sequence KE Yi is applied by A on 
w’, A must lose the game by using the induction hypothesis on w’. This proves 
(i + 1 : 2). 
5.3. Optimal universal sequences ,for the general case 
In this section we extend the construction of Section 5.2 to the case where cr = p” for 
arbitrary positive integer GL. Thus, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. Let o = pa and n = pfl for positive integers c( and b. Then there is a (0, n) 
universal sequence of optimal length 8 - 1. 
Proof. We prove, by induction on X, that there is a (p”, n) universal sequence KEY, of 
length I,=p”“- 1. For M= 1, the theorem holds by the construction in Section 5.2. The 
(p, n) universal sequence KE Y1 = (U 1,. . . , U,, ) (where /I = p” - 1) is used in the recur- 
sive construction, as described below. Assume now that the theorem holds for x, and 
prove it for a+ 1. 
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Let KEY, be the (pa, n) universal sequence of length l,=p”“- 1 whose existence is 
guaranteed by the induction. We use KEY, to construct a sequence KEY’ of words 
whose entries are in (0, p, 2p,. .., pa+’ - p}, as follows: Replace each word 
key=[key(l) ,..., key(n)] in KEY, by the word p’key=[p.key(l) ,..., p.key(n)]. The 
following observation follows easily by the induction hypothesis and the definition of 
KEY’. 
Observation 5.4. Let IV, be a word of length n over alphabet 0, p, . . . , pa+ ’ - p. Then 
A must lose the game when playing against KEY’. 
The construction of KEY,, I is done by interleaving the sequence KEY’ between 
the words of the sequence KEYI as follows: KEY,+l=KEY’o(Ul)oKEY‘o 
(U2)0...~(UII)~KEY’. 
1 a+13 thelengthofKEY,+,,isgivenby1,+,=p”-l+p”l,=p’”+”“-l,asclaimed. 
To see that KEY,+1 is a (p’+‘, n) universal sequence, observe that if all entries of 
I+‘, are divisible by p then Observation 5.4 implies that A must lose the game. 
Otherwise, an argument similar to the one in Section 5.2 shows that if A is playing 
against the sequence KE Y1, then for somej in [0, . . , pn- 11, all the entries of the word 
W generated by A after using (a cyclic shift of) the word Uj are divisible by p. Since all 
the entries of the remaining words in KEY,, 1 are also divisible by p, this holds also 
for the word IV’ generated by A after using Uj when playing against the full sequence 
KEY,+i. Immediately after using Uj, A must use the complete sequence KEY,; the 
proof is now completed by using the induction hypothesis on IV’ and KEY,. 0 
5.4. Generalization for GF( q) 
We generalize the blind game algorithm for the case where the entries of the words 
are taken from GF(q), q = p”, p prime, and the word length is n = qp. We will make use 
of the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.5. Let W= [w(O), w(1) ,... ,w(n-l)] and U=[u(O), u(l),...,u(n-l)] be two 
words with linear complexity c. Let y be a primitive element in GF(q). There exist an 
integer i, 0 d i < q - 2, such that WS pi’u(O), yiu( 1) ,...,$u(n- l)] is a word with linear 
complexity less than c. 
Proof. Since the linear complexity of W and U is c, there exist two nonzero entries 
dI and dz in GF(q) such that (E- l)‘-l W= Cdl]” and (E- l)‘-l U = [d2]“. Now, let 
i be the integer such that Yi=-dI(dz)-’ and V=[y’u(O), Y’u(l),...,y’u(n-l)]. 
It follows that (E-l)‘-’ V=y’(E--I)‘-‘U=[yidz]“=[-dl]” and, hence, 
(E - l)‘- 1 ( W+ V) = CO]“; therefore, the linear complexity of W+ V is less than c. 0 
Let KEY, be the empty sequence. Given a universal sequence KE Yi which beats 
a word with linear complexity at most i, we construct a universal sequence KE Yi+ 1 
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which beats a word with linear complexity at most i+ 1. Let V be an arbitrary word 
with linear complexity i + 1 and let y be a primitive element in GF(q). Let V0 = V and 
for l<j<q-2, Vj=yjV-Vj-1. Then KEY~+,=KEYi~(V~)~KEYi~(V,)~~~.~ 
(V,_,)oKEYi. It iseasy to observe that KEY,+1 is a universal sequence which beats 
any word with linear complexity at most i+ 1, as claimed. 
6. Bounds on the depth of words for o=pa 
A very interesting question in this context is to find what is the maximal depth of 
a word. If the length of the word is n = pP and the entries are taken from .Z,%, Lemma 
3.4 implies that an upper bound on this depth is an. We will improve this bound 
to n+(a-l)(n-pa-’ ) and show that this is tight. In both upper and lower bound 
proofs we first consider the simple case where a= 1, and then generalize the proof to 
arbitrary CX. 
Lemma 6.1. If a= 1 the maximal depth of a word of length n is n and any word Wfor 
which the sum of entries is d, d + O(mod p) has depth n. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, the depth of each word is at most n. Since when a= 1 the 
computations are modulus a prime p, we have 
(E_I)“-1 =(E-l)” En-l ‘il Ei 
=----= 
E-l E-l ’ i=O 
and thus (E-l)“-’ W= [d]” for some d #O and, therefore, W has depth n. 0 
For the case where LX> 1 we distribute all the nonzero words of length n=p” with 
entries taken from Z,,a into CI layers. Each layer is divided into n levels. The layers are 
labelled by 0, 1, . . , a - 1. We denote layer i of the words over c =p” by L,,i. When 
there is no ambiguity, we will denote L,,i by Li. Layer Li consists of all the words in 
which pi divides all the entries, and there is some entry which is not divisible by pi+‘. 
We now describe how the words in each layer are partitioned into n levels, labelled by 
1,2 ,..., n. 
Assume first that c(= 1, in which case there is only one layer, Ll,O. Level 1 of that 
layer consists of all words W= [w(O), . . . , w(n - l)] for which cl:,’ w(i) $0 (mod p). 
Levels of higher indices are defined by induction, as follows: A word V is in level i + 1 
iff there is a word U in level i such that V=(E-1)U. Note that, by the proof of 
Lemma 6.1, there are exactly n levels, and a word V is in level i iff its depth is n - i + 1. 
For a>l, the levels of layer L,,i (O<i,<cc-1) are defined as follows: Let 
V= [u(O), . . ., u(n- l)] be a word in layer L,,i. Then v(k) is divisible by pi for 
k=O ,..., n-l and, hence, the word (1 /pi) V(mod p) = [(u(O)/p’) (mod p), , 
Mn - 1)/p’) (mod P)I IS well-defined. Then V is in levelj of layer L,, i if (l/p’) Y(mod p) 
is in levelj ofL,,O. A more illustrative way to describe this definition is as follows: each 
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entry u(k) of V can be written by c( p-ary digits, out of which the i least significant 
digits, i.e., the digits in positions 0 through i - 1, are zeroes. Then V is in level j iff the 
word obtained from V by replacing each entry v(k) by the (i+ 1)th least significant 
digit, i.e., the digit in position i, of u(k) is in level j of L,,e. 
We start with two useful lemmas that follows directly from the definitions and from 
Lemma 6.1 and its proof. 
Lemma 6.2. (1) Zf V is in level n of some layer Li, then (E - 1) V is either the all-zero 
word, or is a word in layer Li’ for i’ > i. 
(2) If V is in level j of some layer Li, where j< n, then (E - 1) V’ is in level j+ 1 ofLi. 
Lemma 6.3. Let V be a word in level j of layer L,, i and let V’ = (l/p”) V(mod p”‘) for 
some i’ < i and some Co > i - i’. Then V’ is in level j of layer L,,,i _ i’. Moreover, let U and 
U’ be nonzero words dejined by U = (E - l)k V and U’ = (E- l)k V’. Then U is in level 
j, Of layer L,,i, iff U’ is in level j, Of layer L,,,i,_i,. 
Before proceeding, we need two more definitions. The height of a word V, denoted 
by height(V), is the maximum integer i such that (E- 1) i W= V for some word 
W (note that (E-l)‘V= V by definition; hence, this definition is valid for all 
words). The truce of a word V, to be denoted by trace(V), is the set of all nonzero 
words U such that (E-l)‘V=U for some i>,O. Note that (trace(W)(=depth(W) 
and that, by Lemma 6.2, trace(W) contains at most one word in each level of each 
layer. 
An easy and useful consequence of the above definitions is the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.4. Zf U is in trace(V), then depth(V) < height(U) + depth(U). 
The upper bound proof is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.5. Let W be a word over a=~“, and let 06 i<c(--2. Let 
S = trace(W) C-J (Li v Li + 1 ). Iffor some 1 d j < n/p, S contains a word U in level j of layer 
Li+l, then JS[ <n. 
The proof of Lemma 6.5 proceeds in few steps. First we consider the case CC= 2 
(which implies that i = 0), and then we use Lemma 6.3 to reduce the general case to this 
one. The proof for the case c1= 2 involves some manipulations of binomial coefficients 
and polynomials with coefficients from ZP2. 
Lemma 6.6. Let f (E) = xF=, aiE’ be a polynomial with coeficients from Z,z , k <p” - 1, 
ak=l, and ao=(-l)k. E-l divides f(E) and the result is g(E)=f(E)/(E-l)= 
~~~,‘b;E’ if and only if bi_1-bi=ai(modp2), ldi<k-1, bk-I=1 and 
bo= -ao(modp2). 
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Proof. Follows immediately by computing f(E) = g( E)( E - 1). 0 
A simple calculation of the binomial coefficients shows that Lemma 6.7 holds. 
Lemma 6.7. For Odjdp’, p2 divides (5;) ifand only ifj$O(modp’-‘). 
Now, we remind the reader that in the Pascal triangle in row k, k>O, and diagonal 
i, 06 id k, we have the binomial coefficients (f). We use the Pascal triangle with 
computations modulo p2. The following two properties of the Pascal triangle are 
needed for our proof: 
(PI) (f)+Gr)=(‘i3; 
(P2) the first number in each diagonal is 1. 
Lemma 6.8. The largest x such that (E - 1)” divides EPP - 1, where the coeficient are 
computed in Zpz, is .x=pa-‘. 
Proof. A simple division shows that 
EP”_l PO-1 
-= 1 E’. 
E-l i=O 
Now, note that, by (P2), these coefficients are the 0 diagonal in the Pascal triangle 
from row 0 to row pp - 1. By (PI) and (P2), and Lemma 6.6, if the numbers of diagonal 
k from row k to row pP - 1, are the coefficients of (EP” - l)/(E - l)kf ’ then the numbers 
of diagonal k + 1 from row k + 1 to row pP- 1, are the coefficients of 
(EP”-1)/(E-l)k+2 ifand onlyif(:‘;:)=(-l)k+‘(modp2). 
By Lemma 6.7, all the first pp-’ entries, except for the first one, in the pPth row of 
the Pascal triangle are zeros and the next element is not zero. By using the facts that 
the first element in each row is 1 and (Pl) it follows that (:‘Lp) = (- 1 )i+l (mod p2) 
for i<pp-‘-2. For i=ps-’ -1, (~‘JI’)$(-l)i+1(modp2) since ( 5°F; ) = 
(-1)i+2(modp2) and (p~!I)$O(modp2). 0 
We now proceed with the proof of Lemma 6.5 for the case !I = 2. By Lemma 6.8, for 
each j, 1 <j<pp-‘, we can write EP”-1 =fj(E)(E- l)‘, wheref,(E)=CfL: UiE’. We 
use this to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma6.9. Let 1 <j<pp-’ and let W be a word over cs =p2. Then height(W) is j- 1 iff 
f,(E) W= [d]“for some d # 0. 
Proof. A word is in level 1 of layers 0 or 1 iff the sum of its entries is not congruent 
to 0(modp2). Hence, a word W is in level 1 iff [(EP”- l)/(E- l)] W= 
of;-, E’ W=Jl (E) W= [d]” for some d # 0. Hence, by the definition of the levels, for 
a word Wand 1 <j,<p8-‘, height( W)=j- 1 ifffi(E) W=[d]“. 0 
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Lemma 6.10. Let j and W be as in Lemma 6.9. If W is in level j of L1 (= L2, 1), then 
height(W)= j- 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.9, it is sufficient to prove that for each word Win level j of L1 it 
holds that h(E) W= [d]” for some d #O, where 1 d j6pp-‘. For j= 1 this holds since 
the sum of the entries of a word Win level 1 is not congruent to O(mod p’). The proof 
for 1 <j<pO-’ is by induction, using the equality of fj(E)=(E-1) fj+l(E) and 
Lemma 6.2. 0 
Proof of Lemma 6.5. Assume first that CI = 2 and i = 0. In this case, ) S/ = depth(W). 
Assume that trace(W) contains a word U at level j of L1 for some 1 d j< n/p. Then, by 
Lemma 6.10, height(U)= j- 1, and by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 and the definitions, 
depth(U) = y1 -j + 1. Using Lemma 6.4, we get 
depth( W)fheight(U)+depth(U)=n, 
which proves the lemma for tl= 2. 
Assume now that CI > 2, and let W and i be given (0 <id CI - 2). The lemma holds 
trivially if S does not contain a word in Li, so assume that V is a word of SnLi of 
minimum possible level. Let Z” =(1/p’) V(mod p’). Then, using Lemma 6.3, we get 
that for O<k and E=O, 1, (E-l) kV’is in level j of Lm,i+e iff (E-l) kV’ is in level j of 
L 2,E. In particular, ISn(LiuLi+,)(=depth(V’)<n. 0 
Theorem 6.11. The depth of a word of length n =p” over 0 =p” is at most 
n+(a-l)(n-ppa-‘)=n+(u- l)(n-n/p). 
Proof. Since depth( W)= 1 trace( W)l, it is sufficient to prove that 1 trace( W)( d 
n +(a- l)(n-n/p). We define Ti = trace( W)n Li and prove that CT:,’ 1 Ti( < 
n+(a-l)(n-n/p). 
Denote Ti as critical if 0 < i < CI - 1 and Ti contains a word V in level j of Li, where 
1 d j < n/p. If no Ti is critical, then I Ti I < n-n/p for all i except possibly i = 0, and the 
theorem follows. So, assume that some Ti is critical. Let iI be the maximal index such 
that Ti, is critical. Then by Lemma 6.5, I Ti, u Ti, _ 1 ( < n. NOW, let i2 be the maximal 
i< iI - 1 for which Ti, is critical (if there is such an i). Then I Ti,u Ti, _ 1 1 <n. 
Continuing this way, we eventually get a sequence iI,. . , ik such that il+ 1 <i, - 1, each 
Ti, is critical, and for every i which is not in { iI, i, - 1, i,, i2 - 1,. . ., ik, i, - 1 }, Ti is not 
critical. The 2k indices iI, il - 1,. . , ik, ik - 1 correspond to 2k layers which contains at 
most kn entries of trace( W). Out of the remaining c1- 2k layers, no one is critical. This 
means that except possibly Lo, each of these remaining layers contains at most n-n/p 
entries of trace(W). Thus, we get 
a-1 
Jo ITiIdn+kn+(rA-2k-l)(n-n/p). 
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Since n - n/p3 n/2, the above inequality attains its maximum when k =O. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
We now prove that the lower bound of Theorem 6.11 is tight. Specifically, we prove 
a slightly stronger result. 
Theorem 6.12. For I=l,... , cy, all the words in level 1 of layer LX,._, are of depth 
n+(l-l)(n-n/p). 
The proof of Theorem 6.12 is by induction on 1. The base I= 1 follows from Lemmas 
6.1 and 6.3. Before proving the induction step, we next prove that, for each i, all the 
words in level 1 of L,,i have the same depth. 
Lemma 6.13. For all a and i (i< c(), all the words in level 1 of L,,i have the same depth. 
Proof. Let W* = [pi, 0,. . , 01. Then all the words in layer Li are spanned by W* and 
its cyclic shifts, which means, by the linearity of the operator E, that for every word 
V in Li, depth( V)<depth( W*). We will show that for every V in level 1 of layer Li, 
depth(V) = depth( W*). 
Let depth( W*)= k for some k. Then (E - l)k-’ W* = [b J” for some b $O(mod p”). It 
is sufficient to prove that for every V in level 1 of layer Li, (E- l)k-l V= [d]” for 
some d$O(modp”). Since V is in level 1, V=p’U for some U=[u(O),...,u(n--l)], 
where crz,’ u(i)=c for some c f O(mod p). In particular, by Lemma 3.1, V has the 
same depth as V’ = (cf:d u(i)E’)( W*) and, hence, again by the linearity of the 
operator E, (E-l)k-’ b”=~(E-l)~-’ W* =c[b]“=[bc]“=[d]“, where d=bc. Since 
bfO(modp”) and c$O(modp), we have that d $O(modp”), which proves the 
lemma. 0 
By Lemma 6.13, in proving Theorem 6.12 it is sufficient to consider words of the 
form [pi, 0,. . . , 0] or cyclic shifts of such words. Lemma 6.3 can now be used to reduce 
this further. 
Lemma 6.14. Let W=[p’, 0 ,..., 0] b e a word in level 1 of layer L,, i. Then 
depth(W) = depth( W’), where W’ = Cl, 0,. ,O] is in level 1 of layer L,_i, 0. 
Substituting i = c( - 1 in Lemma 6.14, the induction step in the proof of Theorem 6.12 
will follow from Lemma 6.15. 
Lemma 6.15. Assume that Theorem 6.12 holds for I- 1 (l> l), and let W= [l, 0,. . . ,O] 
be in level 1 of layer Ll,O. Then there exists a word U in layer L,, 1 such that 
(1) U=(E-1)” W. 
(2) U =(E - l)“lp V for some V in level 1 of layer L,! 1. Hence, by induction, 
depth(U)=(l-l)(n-n/p). 
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In particular, depth(W)=depth(U)+n=n+(l- l)(n-n/p). 
Thus, it only remains to prove Lemma 6.15. As in the case of the lower bound proof, 
we use Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 to reduce Lemma 6.15 to the case c(=2. In particular, 
Lemma 6.15 will follow from the induction hypothesis for 1 - 1 and from Lemma 6.15’. 
Lemma 6.15’. Let W= [ 1, 0, . . . , 0] be in level 1 of layer L2, 0. Then there exists a word 
U in layer L2,1 such that 
(1) U=(E-l)n W. 
(2) U=(E-l)“‘PVfor some V in level 1 oflayer L,,,. Hence, depth(U)=n-n/p. 
In particular, depth(W)=depth(U)+n=n+(n-n/p). 
The proof of Lemma 6.15’ will follow from some results concerning the binomial 
coefficients (mod p2), which are presented next. 
Lemma 6.16. Let p be an odd prime, then ($I) =(f) E (- l)‘-’ p/i(modp2),for i<p, 
where l/i is the inverse of i module p2. 
Proof. We compute the two binomial coefficients 
P 0 P! (p-i+ l)(p-i+2)+..(p-2)(p- l)p =_=I i -(p-i)!i!- 1.2...(i-2)(i- 1)i 
=(i-1)(i-2)“‘2’1’(-1)i-1~_(_1)i-~p,i(modp’) 
- 
1.2...(i-2)(i-l)i 
P’ ( > (P’)! ip’-’ E(pr_ip’-l)!(ipr-l)! 
_ (p’-ip’-‘+ l)(p’-ip’~‘+2)~~~(p’-2)(p’-l)p’ 
~~~..,(~p’~‘-~)(~pr~‘-~)~p’~l 
=(ipr-1_l)(ipr-1_2)...2.1.(_1)iP’~’-lp 
- 
1 .2...(ip’-‘_2)(ipr-’ _ l)i 
-(- l)‘-‘p/i(modp’). 0 
Lemma 6.17. Let p be an odd prime, then (E-l)P’= CP=,(- l)(P’-ip*-‘)(,pB~~)Eipr~‘, 
where the coeficients are computed module p2. 
Proof. Follows immediately from expanding (E- l)p’ and Lemma 6.7. 0 
Lemma 6.18. Let p be an odd prime, n=pP, W a word with entries from Zp2 which are 
divisible by p. Then (E-l)P”m’ W=(Ep’-’ -1) W. 
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Proof. Follows from Lemma 6.17 and the fact that p divides (p: I), 1 <j<pP- ’ - 1, 
and ($1:) yprO(modp*) for any y (any entry in W is yp for some y). 0 
Lemma 6.19. Let X=[x(O), x(l),...,x(p-1)] be a word dejined by x(0)=0, 
x(i)=(-l)iP’(p), l<‘i<p--1. Then, there exists a word Y such that (E-l)Y=X, 
where computation performed module p2, and the sum of entries in Y is not congruent to 
0 module p2. 
Proof. Let Y=CY(O),y(l),...,l'(P-1)1, where y(O)=O, y(i)= xi= 1 x(j) = 
cf=,(-l)‘P’(;), 1 <i<p-I. It is clear that (E-l)Y=X. Also, y(p-1)=0 since 
p- 1 is even and (f)= (,,“,). Therefore, by using Lemma 6.16 and the following 
equality, 
(-l)‘-‘(p-i-l) y +(-l)p-i-‘(i-l) ,ri =(-1)‘-‘(p_2i) P 
0 ( ) (! 
=(- l)‘-‘(-2i) 4 (modp2), 
0 1 
we have 
p-1 p-2 i 
izoY(i)S C C (-l)‘-’ f -piz(-l,iml(p-i-I)(f) 
i=l j=l 
0 J i=l 1 
p-1 p-1 
3 i (-2i)(-l)i-l p 
i=l 0 -I- f ~i~I(-2)(-1)i~1(-1)‘~1ipji 
p-1 
2 
zi51 (-2p)=p(modp2). 0 
Proof of Lemma 6.15’. Assume first that p is an odd prime, and let n=pP, as before. 
Let x=2, m=pP-’ - 1 and X the word defined in Lemma 6.19. Let U’ = (E - l)p” W. 
By Lemmas 3.1 and 6.17, U’ has the same depth as U = [x(O), O”, x(l), . . , O”,x(p- l), 
Om]. Then, by Lemmas 6.18 and 6.19, the word V= [y(O), O”, y(l), . . , O”, y( p - l), Om] 
is in layer 1 level 1 and (E-l)pDm’ V=(E”-’ - 1) V= U. By the correctness of the 
theorem for I= 1, depth(V) = n and, hence, depth(U)= n - n/p, meaning that 
depth(W) = n + (n -n/p), as claimed. 
For p=2, a=2, we have by Lemma 6.7 that (E- 1)‘” = E” +2E2’-‘+ 1 and, hence, 
for W*-[l,O,...,O], we have (E-1)2PW*=[2,02Y~‘~‘,2,02P~‘~‘]. The word 
V= [2, 02”- ‘1 is the one m 1 ayer 1 level 1, for which (E- 1)2u-’ V=(E- l)*” W*. 0 
As mentioned before, the proof of Theorem 6.12 follows immediately from Lemmas 
6.15 and 6.15’. 
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